i’m
not

You are not a musician.
But it’s okay.
I’m not an instrument, either.

What is i’mnot

How the System Works
Watch tutorial video

i’mnot is an open ended musical experience
for non-musicians to experiment with sound.

Edit the sounds
Share your music

Subscribe

Get a surprising

Connect with a bluetooth

Experiment

Free play or

Download i’mnot

i’mnot online

box every month

speaker or phone

with sound

create music

app for next level

Trade your i’mnot with others

i’m
not
Philosophy
How can people connect with music without knowing music? Kids can
intuitively knock bowls and pans to make “music”. How can people “play”
an instrument as intuitively as a child? i’mnot is designed to redefine
traditional instruments and open the world of music to all of us. The design
philosophy of i’mnot is to tell the world that “ You are not a musician. But It
is okay. Because you don’t have to be to enjoy the playfulness of music.”

Name
The name i’mnot is to encourage people to embrace and celebrate who they
are not. Living in the 21st century we feel the burden of constantly having to
commit to an identity, often in the form of a label. i’mnot is designed, and
named, to allow users to discover more possibility of themselves and their lives.

Benefits to Yamaha Market

Challenges for Nonmusicians

No money and time
to learn instrumentvs

Don’t know which
instrument they like

Too stressful to learn
an instrument

100$-3000$ on music instruments
12500$ on music lesson
1386$ ABRSM music exam fee

Most of people just begin to explore
instruments without knowng if they
will enjoy it.

“Playing” instruments is not as easy
and fun as we play games.

Non-musicians market

Culture contribution

Boost traditional sale

Enlarge product line

Expands yamaha’s market from
music professionals to non-musicians

Increase Yamaha’s contribution
towards music education & cultural
perservation

After users play with i’mnot, they
may show interest in traditional
instruments

There are thousands of sounds
and instruments that can be made
into an i’mnot.

Form & Function
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a violin

a dj mixer

a piano

a theremin

knit
the
space

drop
the
beat

shade
the
note

-Have a three-dimensional geometric
design that is influenced by violin strings
but removes the difficulty of angling the
violin to play a chord
-Users can also use finger to pluck the
string as well.

-Inspired by "DJ drop the beats”.
-Each ball represents a sound track.
Users can drop the ball on the plate to
match beats.Users can customize the
sound of each balls in i’mnot app.
-Twist the ball on the bottom right to
get a dj sound effect.

-Inspired by the keys of a piano. The
light sensor hints that users can
cover the light to make notes.
-From the left to the right, the notes
get higher.

balance
the
vibe

-Inspired by how real theremins make
sound. By balancing stones, users can
explore the relationship between
physical space and sound.
-The size of the stone represents
different tune of theremin.
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a xylophone

an erhu

a water
phone

tumble
the
song

orbit
around
the tune

ghost
behind
the scene

-Designed with each note as a separate
part. Users can arrange the notes and
tumble them to compose a song.
-Tune indicates by the height of green
shape. More green higher the note.

-Encourages players to use both hands
to feel the zigzag of the sound.
-While pressing the track, the tune of
the sound will changes.

-Plays a classic horror-movie sound and
has a translucent form so that users can
act as a “ghost” behind a window to
make music
-Different play gesture: touch, massage,
tap affects the sound.

Ideation & Mock Ups
Design Improvements
-Make the interaction more intuitive, and fun for non-musicians.
-Designed in a hand scale, portable and playful shape.
-Distill the core motion of playing traditional instruments.
-Refine all i’mnot family in the same form language.

Packaging Design
The package is designed to slide to open. There is a photo and

You don’t know
how to play
a piano.
But it’s okay.
I’m not a piano,
either.

“My songs know
what you did
in the dark.
So light them
up up up.”

a piano.

name of the original instruments on the package. While opening
the product, users break the photo into half. It indicates that they
break the conventional thoughts of a instrument and their identity.

- Fall Out Boy

www.imnot.com

No.7

no

violin

piano

Color and Finish
Color
-i’mnot’s color scheme has a consistent
structure. There are three colors in each

xylophone

product: white, its signature neon color, and
a contrasting low saturation color.
-Each product’s package color uses its same
signature neon.

erhu
Finish
-i’mnot has contrasting finishes to emphasize its playful personality and unique
function. The majority of the form
has a matte surface with a glossy finish
only on the brightest neon color.

theremin

dj mixer

water phone

A trio of dog products that relieves a dog's
sexual instinct, anxiety and excitement.

Why We Need “Hotdog”

Research

Ideations

Competitive Products

Final Three Directions

alarm
alarm leash
leash

A retractable leash with an alarm light to
communicate with other dog owners dogʼs
mood and state of estrus in a non-verbal way

nose
nose stamp
stamp

A synthetic calming pheromone stamp that
alleviate dogʼs sexual and anxious behaviors
Apply a thin coat of
ointment, sufficient to
cover most of my nose.

the gentle pressure on the
suit feels like my owner’s hug

hotdog
hotdog suit
suit

A suit that inflates and applies a constant pressure
on your dog's torso area to relieve their sexual
instinct, anxiety and excitement

Alarm light on the leash
helps to inform others
when I am in a bad mood

Form Development

Mock Ups

Final Design & Models

Branding: Logo & Display Design

